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Hunter Kemper Interview
      1        IAN MURRAY:  Hunter, you had a crash about this time last year
           that caused a situation where you almost didn't
      2    make it to the Olympics.  Can you go into detail about that?

      3        HUNTER KEMPER:  Yeah.  Thanks Ian.  Thank to you all at

      4   L.A. Tri Club for having me, Liz and the people that brought me

      5   in.  I really appreciate it.  I enjoyed my time here in 2006 and

      6   maybe it's like a reunion or kind of an CHECK-IN every couple of

      7   years.  Every guy, if you have a (inaudible) this is like, you're

      8   back.  So thanks very much for having me tonight.  I really

      9   appreciate it.

     10        Yeah.  I mean the race -- it was last October.  It was an

     11   event that was like a backyard bar-b-que so to speak.  It was

     12   like you, know with, a baseball analogy, it's like single A

     13   baseball.  It wasn't the major leagues.  The race was all in San

     14   Diego.  That first part of the video, the W.T.S. races, and they

     15   go that's our biggest style of race.  It's -- the best athletes

     16   turn out from all over the world come to those events, and

     17   there's seven of those in a season all around a world.  It's with

     18   the Continental Cup, so that lower-tier kind of thing.

     19        I was in the race.  I finished.  I was leading the race with

     20   another guy.  I finished the swim.  I was up by, like, a minute

     21   and was doing an 8 lap bike course so it was a 5K loop.  I was

     22   coming through transition like you see in a lot of our races,

     23   and I would come through transition coming down this hill going

     24   35 miles an hour and see this person running from the waters

     25   edge, about 50 meters from the waters edge, towards the barricade
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      1   and I think, I'm like, "Wow.  This person really wants to catch

      2   us, you know.  They're really intent on seeing the athletes come

      3   by."  You know, and then that person disappears, like, behind
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      4   this building, and all of a sudden as we were coming down in slow

      5   motion, I'm realizing it's not a person.  It's actually --

      6   someone's been going to the field to play around.

      7        They go right in front of me and make a turn to go into

      8   transition and don't see us.  I go right down the hill.  I go

      9   right -- and my front right shoulder, it's back to the left and I

     10   go down on my elbow and so that was the accident, and it was

     11   October of last year.  I ended up having surgery.  It was an open

     12   fracture.  I came back home to Colorado Springs, had a surgery,

     13   clean it out, and then had a surgery two weeks later at the

     14   Steadman Clinic in Vail to get a plate and 13 screws put in.

     15        And from that surgery, two months later in the Christmas

     16   time frame over the holidays, I got a staff infection in my

     17   elbow.  And so I was doing all this rehab to get stronger and

     18   my -- it was a little bit difficult time and my -- I had to go to

     19   the hospital in Vail.  I had three consecutive surgeries over

     20   four days just to clean it out and wash it out.  And I thought to

     21   myself, "How did I get here?  You know?  How did this actually

     22   happen?  It wasn't supposed to happen this way."

     23        And I had to go home to my house in Colorado Springs, and I

     24   had to get a picc line to my opposite arm which is,

     25   basically, like an I.V. line placed into your arm permanently for
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      1   six weeks.  And I had to get at-home care for an hour and a half

      2   a day twice a day.  And I was lying there in bed doing an I.V.

      3   drip and thought to myself, I think I said, "I think my new

      4   career, my career in the Games is over."  And it was sad for me

      5   because I felt, like, I love the Olympic games.  I'm so
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Hunter Kemper Interview
      6   passionate, and I love representing my country.

      7        The best thing that any other sport has to offer -- and I

      8   think that's why I was doing what you're doing with the F1

      9   with L.A.  And seeing that video reminds me of being a

     10   kid, you know.  And so I'm thinking in January and

     11   February when I couldn't swim for six weeks, like, how am I going

     12   to make it back?  How am I going to do this?  And so I just kept

     13   them posted just day by day and taking it one step at a time.  I

     14   was focused on the next day and doing every workout.  It was so

     15   important.

     16        I think when you're not hurt like that and you don't have a

     17   deadline, I kind of blow off the workout, you know.  I'll just

     18   be, like, "Oh.  I can do that tomorrow.  I got the next day."

     19   Well, I didn't really have a next day.  And so I needed all those

     20   precious training days, and that's why I actually didn't bring --

     21   between that race in October that you saw that I described to you

     22   -- in October, at the end of October in Myrtle beach to the race

     23   in that San Diego video where I qualified for my trials to finish

     24   in the top American, that's my first race back.  And so I never

     25   would have planned it that way; right.  You don't want to have
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      1   your biggest race of the year be your opening race of the season.

      2   That's not good.  You want some warm-up races, you know.  And I,

      3   you know, knock out the keys and get your wet suit off, and your

      4   number one goal race is not that one.

      5        It was at the Olympic trials and I remember people had been

      6   writing me off, like, I'm the guy with the broken elbow who's 36

      7   years old.  Like, I'm an old story, you know.  There's other

      8   fresh faces coming up.  And I remember my mom reading magazines,
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      9   and she's like, "You know, there's a picture of Jarrod Shoemaker

     10   on the magazine cover, and it talks about the Olympic

     11   dream.  You're not there yet, you know."

     12        I'm like, "All right Mom.  I appreciate that.  I appreciate

     13   that.  That's good to know."  I don't get that magazine just for

     14   that purpose alone.  Like, I don't want to get all fired up and

     15   then like, "Where's my photo?  I should be in there.  Why aren't

     16   they talking about me?"  They weren't talking about me because I

     17   was the guy who -- that just got, you know -- fell off my bike

     18   going 35 miles an hour, so I get an I.V. line and didn't share

     19   that much.  Like I didn't talk about it at all.  It was a really

     20   bad place for me.  And I almost felt like that was giving my

     21   competitors an advantage to know that I was hurting that bad and

     22   in a really bad place.  So I didn't want to share it.

     23        But -- and so for me that race in San Diego was a race that

     24   I'll never forget.  It was on Mother's Day weekend, and I

     25   remember my mom when she told me about the article there on the
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      1   cover, I'm like, she's sending me the picture and she takes the

      2   trouble.  She sent it on my phone.  She pulls up, and she's like,

      3   "This better be on your mind.  You better take a picture or print

      4   this off and put it in the fridge.  It better be motivation

      5   for you."  And I was like, "Mom, you're crazy right now."

      6        She's so proud that I -- she just wanted to know that, "Hey,

      7   there's someone else out there."  And so when I was there, it was

      8   kind of a coming out party.  I was so excited to finish fifth.  I

      9   was really, really emotional.  And I made it back.  And I went

     10   through that valley that was, I felt, like, the lowest of lows.
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     11   I made it back to the top, and for me, this sure was about going

     12   back to my fourth Olympic games and making it back to London, you

     13   know.  And that race was kind of a celebration of that, and I was

     14   so excited to be a part of that.

     15        I had to be top American, and then I had to be top nine in

     16   the race or else there were, like, a selection committee, and

     17   they weren't picking me.  I mean I'm -- they should pick me

     18   because I feel, like, I'm the guy that could step up the race

     19   when it comes to count.  That's what I pride myself on.  That

     20   when it's -- when everyone is A race.  And it's going on for me

     21   as well, and -- but they weren't going to take me.  I raced all

     22   year.  They didn't know what to expect out of me, and so that's

     23   why it was so important that I qualify there and then Manny

     24   Huerta as well.  He qualified -- he finished ninth.  He had been

     25   count nine, and I think there was a reason why he didn't, you
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      1   know.  He knew that he had to do that, you know.  So that San

      2   Diego race is a race I'll never forget, and I think they're

      3   actually bringing it back next year.  I heard they just announced

      4   that at the end of April they're going to have the race again,

      5   and hopefully I can get there next year, not with that same

      6   story, with a different story and how to change back to win that

      7   event and not just finish fifth.

      8        IAN MURRAY:  Let's talk about that because you were selected

      9   there, and you have been through many variations of the Olympic

     10   selection process.  And the sport at your level is very small.

     11   So you see what goes on in other countries and the selection

     12   process that they choose and some of these great athletes.  And

     13   in countries that are oddly plagued by great talent, when someone
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     14   is left off the Olympic section, sometimes they will sue their

     15   national federation and that goes to the court of arbitration of

     16   sport and on and on -- you've seen those situations.  What selection

     17   process do you think is appropriate for, say, the men from the

     18   U.S. to get go to Rio?

     19        HUNTER KEMPER:  Wow.  Difficult question.

     20        AUDIENCE MEMBER:  It's being recorded.

     21        HUNTER KEMPER:  All right then.  Good to know.  I'll deliver it

     22   tomorrow when I get back to Colorado Springs.

     23        AUDIENCE MEMBER:  At least one 40 year old.

     24        HUNTER KEMPER:  That's right.  I like it.  That's perfect.

     25   That'll be me.  I like it.  At least one 40 year old.  That's for
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      1   the video camera.

      2        I think it's -- in regards to selection and for me when I'm --

      3   you always want what's best for you.  You have your own personal

      4   interest at heart.  So if you had asked me this question at 28, I

      5   would have said, "Let's just select a team now, two years out.

      6   We know who the best athletes are."  And that would have been me,

      7   you know.  I was the top guy, so let's just pick me.  And then I

      8   realized, as you get older and when your not, like, you know,

      9   flavor of the month or whatever, that might not be the way to go

     10   so much.

     11        So my thought process has kind of changed in regards to this

     12   go around that ultimately I feel like the best way to choose the

     13   team is to have multiple races, kind of like what we do.  We had

     14   two events.  We had a race in London a year out on the Olympic

     15   course to qualify so I could have done it then.  None of the men
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     16   did.  None of us got top nine, so none of us were automatically

     17   selected.  When Jorgensen won the girls and Sarah brought the

     18   other girl, both made top nine in that event.  So they actually

     19   got -- they earned their right to go by that one race.

     20        And then our second race was San Diego.  But this was our

     21   first time in our sport's history that we were going to have a

     22   selection committee decide that none of the men got top nine.

     23   They were actually going to place someone on there, and so I'm

     24   honestly not a fan of that.  I feel, like, to me, with the

     25   Olympic trials, if you can't perform on the day at the Olympic
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      1   trials, that's a big time event, and you can't be a top five or

      2   whatever, then how are you going to do it in the Olympic games

      3   when it counts the most?

      4        And so I think I'm more of a -- and again it probably favors

      5   me as well -- part of my career is that -- let's go sell it on

      6   the playing field.  That you and me line up toe to toe, and we

      7   had, two times.  Let's do this.  And you can't make a team

      8   watching a fall back to pick someone else.

      9        And I think you get yourself into a lot of trouble because

     10   who decides?  Who is this committee?  Who is the committee that

     11   decides this arbitrary -- that, you know, this person should go,

     12   yet not this person.  Because I thought my resume was every bit

     13   as good as anyone else out there, you know, as far as wanting to

     14   be selected.  But so were Jarrod Shoemaker, so was Matt Charbot.

     15   So was Manny Huerta, and so were all the other

     16   guys that were going to compete.  You know we all had a lot of

     17   good resumes.  They're not three time Olympians so I'm further

     18   forward but -- it's one of those things that -- it's just
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     19   difficult to say.

     20        So what is the selection committee looking for?  Like, what

     21   are they going to decide on?  Like, so it's a different thing,

     22   and like you said, they get it wrong a lot of the time.  I mean,

     23   you know, I don't know if they talked with Australia.

     24        Australia in 2004 -- in my opinion they ended up leaving

     25   off, I don't know, a girl named Michelle Jones from the
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      1   Australian Olympic -- listen, she is pretty good.  And not only

      2   that, but in 2003 at the test of the -- on the Athens course, and

      3   this course is very distinctive in regards of having a major

      4   climb in it, an 18 percent grade climb.  I don't know if we have

      5   those around here where you have a 27 cog on the back of

      6   your -- on your rear wheel, 39/27.  That's what you need to get

      7   up this thing.  It was two minutes long.  We did five laps.  She

      8   had won the test of it the year before in 2003.  She was the

      9   winner.  Yet, the selection committee doesn't pick her to go on

     10   the team, and, you know, it's difficult to say.  If I were her, I

     11   would be suing the sport as well, going, "Are you kidding me?  A

     12   year out I won that event on that course.  What's a better

     13   representation than that in and of itself?"

     14        So based on Chris McCormack -- he's coming around.  You

     15   know, he's trying to make a come back.  He's trying to make it

     16   back.  He's trying to go for it, and he's doing all the things he

     17   can as far as trying to be that team player.  He wasn't going to

     18   win a gold medal.  He wasn't going to win a medal, but he was

     19   going to be a team player for Courtney Atkinson or Brad

     20   Kahlfeldt.  You know one of those guys (inaudible).  So I think
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     21   he handled it well, and he just kind of went on, and he's got

     22   everything going on in Hawaii in a couple weeks, you know, he

     23   does that pretty well as well.

     24        But, I mean, it's difficult to do as far as selection.  I

     25   think it's very -- unless the criteria is very objective, then we
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      1   need to do it -- like if there's a set standard of rules of

      2   objective criteria within the selection process, maybe.  But I'm

      3   more about, hey, in Rio, let's just go on the playing field, and

      4   if you're afraid of this old 39, 40 year old, then you got other

      5   problems then besides just me.  If you can't beat me here in the

      6   U.S., you're going to have a hard time beating some of the other

      7   guys from around the world.

      8        IAN MURRAY:  So let's talk about that team player situation.

      9   There's a term in road cycling that we now use in triathlon

     10   called domestique.  Domestique is a French term for a maid.  And

     11   in the road cycling world, you have a leader of the team and then

     12   you have supporters, and some of those more talented supporters

     13   we often refer to as lieutenants or "lef-tenants", if you

     14   prefer, and then you have domestiques.  You know, guys that are

     15   going to go back to the car, get water bottles, tuck them in

     16   their jersey and then ride back up.

     17        So now we're using this term domestique in the draft

     18   legal format around the world.  In London, I think it was the

     19   first place where some countries blatantly choose athletes to

     20   serve as domestiques.  So I put it to you simply.  Do you think

     21   it's worth it and how?

     22        HUNTER KEMPER:  I think it's worked well in the past.  London

     23   wasn't the first place.  They actually started in 2008 in
Page 10
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     24   Beijing.  There was a guy that was selected for the Canadian team

     25   that was there to work for Simon Whitfield, and he ended up
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      1   getting -- Simon got a silver medal because of it.  And I think

      2   in regards and as far as the British team --

      3        IAN MURRAY:  And I believe that guy, Colin Jenkins finished dead 
last.

      4        HUNTER KEMPER:  Nearly last.

      5        IAN MURRAY:  And yet he put his arms in the air because he knew that

      6   he helped Simon on to another podium.

      7        HUNTER KEMPER:  That's exactly what I -- and I don't think he

      8   would have gotten on any other way.  And so -- and also as well

      9   as the British team this time around, they had a guy named

     10   Alistair, Alistair and Jonathan Brownlee.  Those two guys were

     11   the favorite athletes.  Those were where the medals were going to

     12   come from.  They were confident that they could win medals from

     13   those athletes, so why not bring another person on that's going

     14   to aid and comfort those guys and just kind of protect them on

     15   the race course?  The rest of that field was trying to knock

     16   those guys off, you know, so I think it was smart for them to do

     17   that.

     18        And so I do think it's working, but the problem here in the

     19   U.S. is -- and it's a problem with domestiques working.  In other

     20   countries and other nations there might be better support within

     21   the federation and outside.  They want their country's flag

     22   raised.  It's just important that a Spain gets raised or a Sweden

     23   or these other countries, and that's a huge deal.  Not so much

     24   for the name on your back, but the flag on your chest.

     25        Whereas in the U.S., what is it about?  It's all about me,
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      1   me, me.  I don't care who it is.  It better be (inaudible)

      2   because I'm the one that gets the big, you know, Toyota

      3   endorsements and all that kind of stuff.  But, you know, it's not

      4   everyone else.  You know, it's those -- to make it work, they

      5   need to be compensated.  George Hincapie was compensated

      6   handsomely to help out all those years he helped out Lance.

      7   That's just how that part of the world works.  So those guys get

      8   paid a living just to be domestiques.

      9        Our sport is at variance.  And I think as it evolves, as it

     10   comes around, I think it can be there.  It can grow if the

     11   federation supports it at that level, to say, "Let's start

     12   looking for that guy, for domestiques for certain athletes to try

     13   to get a medal" because we, you know, we're oh-for-four, at least

     14   to the men as far as winning a medal.  And Susan Williams was the

     15   only girl who got a bronze medal in 2004.  So we haven't done

     16   that well as far as winning medals, and maybe we should go down

     17   the other road, you know.

     18        And, you know, I know a certain someone that wouldn't mind

     19   being the domestique for 2016; right?  You just tell

     20   me who you want a domestique for, and I'll make sure they get

     21   there.  They're getting the medals, and I'll be with my arms

     22   raised up in the air at the Olympic games.  But I want to get

     23   paid.  I want to get paid by someone.  I think it's safe to say

     24   that Simon will not be racing in Rio, which is probably

     25   true.  From what I'm hearing out of Canada (inaudible) he's older
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      1   than I am, and he's got a gold and a silver so I don't know what

      2   his deal is.  He should get a break.  He needs to share.

      3        IAN MURRAY:  There's a lot of men and women, super talented

      4   triathletes, who have dedicated themselves to the sport who are

      5   going to sit out of ITU and start racing long course.  And they're 

      6   going to bring a lot of dangerous speed, and we're going to see a 

      7   lot of records fall.  Is that your path?

      8        HUNTER KEMPER:  That is not my path.  I have found my path, and

      9   it's not long course.  It's not Iron Man.  I love, you know, I

     10   love what Iron Man athletes do.  They're amazing people to me.

     11   But for me, I found my passion.  My passion is the competition.

     12        I love to race.  I love to train (inaudible).  I do love to

     13   train, but I love to compete.  I love to go to a start line and

     14   do really well, and if I don't do well, I can race the next

     15   weekend.

     16        For example, I've been having a tough time this week.  I've

     17   been a little bit sick and -- quite a bit sick actually -- and

     18   I'm in LA to race the Toyota Cup.  And so I've won three of the

     19   events as far as the race, the Toyota cup.  I've won three of the

     20   events this year along with my Olympic campaign, and I was just

     21   focused on the Olympics.  And I was -- so the other ones were

     22   kind of fillers in the summertime.  But I happened to win and

     23   win, and I'm like, "Wait a second.  I actually may win the Prius

     24   at the end of the year as well as $30,000 for the race cup."  So,

     25   I mean, it's quite a bit of money.
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      1        So I'm sick kind of this week.  I come to L.A. and I'm like,
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      2   "Are you kidding me?"  I was really just kind of betting on --

      3   I could have sworn today, this morning, I wasn't very good.  I

      4   had to finish 5 of the series races in order to qualify.  So I

      5   had -- this is my fourth, and in Dallas next weekend is my fifth.

      6   So my point is to say that I had a bad race today for me, like,

      7   really humbling.

      8        And one of those things -- and I was going up that steep

      9   hill on Grand Avenue, I was like, "Are you seeing this right

     10   now?"  I was running by a girl because the girls are the first

     11   wave, and I was like I'm barely going by this girl; right?

     12   I'm barely running by her.  It was really, really hard for me,

     13   and so I just -- I almost just wanted to walk.  I mean, I felt

     14   bad.  I felt -- today I was humbled by how I was feeling.

     15        But -- and then this weekend my point is -- next weekend I

     16   get to review myself.  I got to get myself healthy when I go

     17   home, just lay low for four or five days, just like hibernate and

     18   get a lot of O.J. and vitamin C and just whatever and go to

     19   Dallas and redeem myself.  And come back and win that race, the

     20   Toyota Cup series and get that Prius and get that big paycheck.

     21        But that's what I love.  I love to compete; whereas the Iron

     22   Man, I've never done one, and to be honest with you, I can't

     23   relate to you guys that have done them.  I can't even like,

     24   comprehend what that is.  I had a 70.3.  I've run a half marathon.

     25   I've run 20 miles in training for, okay, college.  And I've biked
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      1   a hundred miles one time, and I'm about three miles from the 

      2   house, stopped at a 7-11 with -- drinking Coke and a Snicker bar

      3   and called my mom and said, "I need help."  I got home.  I
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      4   actually got home those last couple miles, but when I got home, I

      5   let my mom make all these pancakes for me, and I just ate the

      6   house up.  So I don't get it.

      7        For me -- any restriction for me, it's difficult.  Like, I

      8   don't want to be that guy that misses the pack and then

      9   I'm just done for the day.  Like, that would really bother me.

     10   Whereas the non drafts, I can, I mean, some races you can kind

     11   of -- this whole race you know, (inaudible).  And I love that.

     12   It's simple.  My mind can saw (sic) and I can just race, and

     13   that's what I love.

     14        So I don't think you'll see me doing Iron Man.  The learning

     15   curve is to hard too.  I mean, these guys, like, have been doing

     16   it for a while.  I mean, they're like pros.  I mean, I think it's

     17   a race where you just don't show up and win.  That would be hard

     18   for me to do.  And I want to win it now, you know.

     19        I'm 36.  I don't have much time for a running curve anymore.

     20   It's time to win.  That's what I'm trying to do is to win the

     21   cup.  It's what -- I'm trying to win Hy Vee.  I've gone the past

     22   two years.  There's a big race in Des Moines, Iowa, Hy Vee

     23   triathlon, and there's $151,000 to win that race.  Why in the

     24   world would I race for $125,000 for eight hours when I could race

     25   for $151,000 for less than two.
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      1        But I must say, I have never been to Kona and I told

      2   Bob Babbitt on the radio I wanted to win a medal in London, have

      3   my gold medal around my neck and walk around in my Speedo all

      4   week, just hanging out in my Speedo with, like, a suntan line on

      5   my medal around my neck.  And to just be like, "That's right.

      6   I'm a gold medal winner.  I don't want to do this race.  I want
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      7   you to just recognize who I am."

      8        It didn't happen.  One day I want to go watch it.  I want to

      9   go be a party to that, and I want to go spectate it.  I want to

     10   go and see what it's all about, and I really appreciate those

     11   guys and what they do.  It's pretty amazing what they do.  I'm

     12   always just baffled by how well they can do it and how fast they

     13   can --

     14        You know, Chrissie Wellington has run as fast as the guys.  That's

     15   ridiculous.  I mean, what's she running, like two-fifty, three?

     16   Marinda Carfree is the same thing.  It's almost embarrassing

     17   for the guys.  Okay, if I'm one of the men, I'm like, "I don't

     18   want the girls chicking me out all the time.  That's not cool."

     19   They have, like, the sixth and eighth overall fastest runner.

     20   Just tell them to be a guy at that point.

     21        IAN MURRAY:  I want to talk a little bit about business for

     22   a second because you're a professional athlete.  You have three

     23   kids.  Your wife is a stay-at-home mom.  I mean, if there's

     24   anybody who's proving that it can be done right, you're doing it

     25   right.
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      1        HUNTER KEMPER:  Yeah.  Well. . .

      2        IAN MURRAY:  You have some sponsors that are not really

      3   traditionally triathlon sponsors, Duracell, who we saw, Toyota.

      4   I mean, it's very impressive.

      5        HUNTER KEMPER:  You caught that?  Yeah.  That is good.

      6        IAN MURRAY:  So I think you made really good use of social

      7   media, and, you know, it's like you present very well.  So my

      8   question for you is this:  Within your career, have there been
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      9   times with these relationships, with these companies, where they

     10   have pulled you into media training?  Where they have taught you

     11   how to use social networks?  Where they have put you through

     12   situations where you're being interviewed?  How -- where does

     13   that come from?

     14        HUNTER KEMPER:  You know, I think it comes from a long time of

     15   doing a sport.  You know, again, I started the sport back in

     16   1986.  Is there anybody in this room that's done this sport

     17   earlier than that?  Earlier than '86?  All right.  That's good.

     18   We've got a few.  All right.  I like that.  But I was ten years

     19   old when I did my very first triathlon.  So I kind of grew up --

     20   and my whole goal when you guys came in '86, you were close.  You

     21   were a teenager.  But my whole goal was to be a professional

     22   triathlete.  That's what I wanted to do, and it wasn't the

     23   Olympic games.

     24        Triathlon didn't get into the Olympic games until 1995 when

     25   I was in college.  And so I wanted to be Greg Welch.  I wanted to
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      1   make a living doing a sport, but I didn't know how that could

      2   actually happen.  I'm like, "Really?  I can do triathlon and make

      3   a living?  That's weird.  How does that work?  You know, is there

      4   prize money and sponsors?  Like, how does all this work?"

      5        So I turned pro, and I sent my media stuff to Ralph Lauren

      6   because that's, you know, I was one of the best dressed in high

      7   school.  Just saying, you know.  Just saying.  So I was best

      8   dressed and I was stylish.  I took it to him and said I'm

      9   going to turn pro, because I wanted to wear like nice clothes,

     10   like, going into the airport, and so I could rep a product.  And

     11   I'm like, "Hey, you know we sponsor a mountain bike team?  Like
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     12   RLX polo sport?"

     13        And I'm like, "No way."

     14        "Yeah, we've been doing it for four years.  You know Dave

     15   Wiens and all those guys."

     16        And I'm like, "Really?  That's awesome."  I'm like, "I do

     17   triathlons."

     18        And he's like, "Okay."  So myself and Tim DaBoom are

     19   the two first guys on the RLX Sport Triathlon Team.  So that was

     20   my first sponsor, again, outside the industry.  You know early on

     21   in this business, I found out that the non-endemic sponsors, the

     22   Toyotas of the world, you know, the Duracells of the world.

     23   These guys are big companies.  They're Fortune 500 companies.

     24   And these guys pay, and they pay well, and they pay on time.  And

     25   that's what I'm talking about.  And I realized that, wow, like,
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      1   wait a second, this is going to, like, provide for my family, you

      2   know.

      3        So I get -- I'm getting my wife.  I meet my wife in Colorado

      4   Springs, Colorado.  She's a middle blocker.  She played at

      5   Michigan State University, and now she's been on the national

      6   team from '97 until 2000, volley ball.  She's a volley ball

      7   player.  She's six, two.  I'm six two and a half, so I have about

      8   half an inch, and in order to be taller, and she gets cut June

      9   10th of 2000.  We go out in the morning.  She gets cut from the

     10   national team, the Olympic team.  She's the last -- the last two

     11   girls have been cut, so now she's an alternate.

     12        We go out on our very first date that evening.  So I felt

     13   like I was kind of like a shoulder for her to cry on, you know.
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     14   And for three years after that -- I didn't get married until

     15   2003.  I was 24 at the time.  I kind of pulled the

     16   trigger, and I just couldn't envision my life supporting her,

     17   supporting a family.

     18        I was very self-sufficient.  I was at a training center in

     19   Colorado Springs.  I had free housing, no cost.  I had free food,

     20   which was a lot of cost for me, no cost.  I had no expenses, and

     21   I'm like, "so if we get married, (audience laughter)

     22   it's all good."  So I felt like, you know, I couldn't get my mind

     23   around it, and I was like, "Oh, baby, you know, honey -- well,

     24   let's do it after Athens, you know, like, after Athens."

     25        And she's like, "Seriously?  No.  We're going to get married
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      1   now.  Like what's going to happen?  I mean, I'm the one -- let's

      2   do this."  So this whole prodding by her, I couldn't get my mind

      3   around the fact that, "Hey, we're married, and then I'm

      4   supporting you, and then we're going to start a kid.  I'm going

      5   to support a family."  I didn't quite get it.  But I realize

      6   that's how it works now.  And it's for great sponsors that I

      7   have.

      8        You know, and for me, it's about getting back and reaching

      9   out to those companies.  And I feel like brands like Toyota and

     10   brands like Duracell and Wheaties, they -- they understood what a

     11   triathlon amounts to is a growing sport.  I mean our sport's

     12   growing tremendously, and it's so encouraging.  They know that.

     13   They want to be part of this active and healthful kind of market

     14   that we're in now, and I think that's good.  But they say the

     15   fact that I can go there and get them appearances throughout the

     16   year and just talk about the Olympic games and represent their
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     17   brand in a way that I think is powerful to them, and therefore,

     18   there's a money component to it.  So it's great.

     19        And then you can win prize money along the way so I am very,

     20   very blessed.  I can do something that I love to do and race for

     21   a living and train for a living, and that's all I do.  I wake up

     22   every day, and I just train.  And I mean, in a race, to compete

     23   and travel the world and have my five-year-old son get to go to

     24   the Olympic games, you know, that's a lot of, you know, honestly

     25   it's a little --
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      1        One of the reasons why I want to go back to Rio is because I

      2   have two other boys, and I didn't bring them along, but they're

      3   like -- but if you're not going to remember this experience, I'm

      4   not going to pay for you to go there.  That's only fair; right?

      5   I mean, seriously, you should only go down to Disney World in

      6   Orlando if you're a kid -- until five or six, honestly, I don't

      7   have a lasting memory.

      8        If he's three and you're dropping two or three grand?  I

      9   mean, I'm doing well, but I'm not doing that well.  So I'm not

     10   going to do it.  So my five year old got to go to London, but my

     11   two year old right now will be six in Rio.  So, you know, he'll

     12   actually have those memories.  My five year old will be nine.  It

     13   will be great.  So I almost want to keep on going so they can see

     14   what Daddy does.  If I stop now, they'd by like, "Those are the

     15   old days of the guy in the Speedo," you know.  It's going to

     16   be -- "Really?  You were good.  You were an Olympian.  You were

     17   at the top of the world?  Seriously, Dad, I don't believe that."

     18        But if I just keep on going, I'm like this old dog, and
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     19   they'll be like, "Oh yeah.  I saw you race.  You were pretty

     20   good."

     21        Although I must admit, here's the deal.  My five year old

     22   son -- we're in the middle of the games; we're at the stadium,

     23   and I'm one of the guys -- did you see the guys on TV, the

     24   Olympics?  It was amazing.  You'd have seen if you were there in

     25   person there was a half a million people lining the course, all
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      1   over the course.  It was an unbelievable event and something I'll

      2   never forget.  And I was -- I mean, you couldn't even hear

      3   yourself talk in the bike path.  I mean, it's like people banging

      4   on boards the whole entire time, and it's just intense.  It was

      5   all downtown London.  It was a free event, and that's why

      6   so many people were coming out because it was hard to get tickets 

      7   to events.

      8        And so we're there, and we're competing and, you know,

      9   there's a guy, Alistair Brownlee, and he was the favorite going

     10   in, and he won the gold medal.  He's kind of a stud from Great

     11   Britain.  Also Javier came out, you know, and Alistar's brother

     12   Jonathan.

     13        So we're doing a race, and my running didn't go very well.

     14   So I'm in the front group.  I came with the bike.  I'm in the,

     15   like, the leader of 20 guys.  I just had a bad run.  I was way

     16   better than that.  And on the third round, my son turned to my

     17   wife and says, "Daddy's not going to win today, is he?"  That's

     18   what he said to Val.

     19        And I was like, "Oh, that's so sweet."

     20        And Val's like, "That's so sweet, and he waited until the

     21   third lap to say that."  I mean, because I knew after about one
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     22   I wasn't going to win.  And then my wife tells him --

     23        Like when I come home and I realize that I'm doing Hy Vee

     24   and then Alistair Brownlee, they announced that he's coming to

     25   Hy Vee and then my son asked my wife, she's like, "Hey, so,
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      1   are the Brownlee brothers -- are they going to come to Hy Vee?"

      2        And Val, my wife, was like, "yeah, I think one of them is,

      3   the gold medalist is."

      4        And then Davis, my son, turns around and says, "Well, then,

      5   Daddy can get second again."

      6        I was like, "Are you kidding me?"  I mean I scored so well.

      7   That's when I thought I'm running way to fast right now.

      8   He's 24.  I'm 36.  The poor guy has no clue who Javier Gomez is.

      9   Like, that guy's got no street cred.  But my five year old saw

     10   it, you know.  So he comes over and then I beat Alistair

     11    which was, I thought was great.  I got beat by

     12   Javier, but I proved to my son that, you know, Daddy can beat

     13   Alistair.  What do you think of that?

     14        But, anyway, it's fun.  It's fun to have a family and

     15   support them and have my wife do what she loves to do which --

     16   she wants to be home with the kids.  I mean, that's where her

     17   heart is.  And to be able to provide that for her is something

     18   that I love, and it's through great companies like Toyota,

     19   Duracell; Wheaties, and a lot of the sponsors that I have --

     20        IAN MURRAY:  You just mentioned you weren't running very

     21   well in London during the race.  However, you've been quoted as

     22   saying that you were running better than you've ever run leading

     23   up to that.  Now, I have a question for you because there's
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     24   nobody in this room that doesn't want to run better.  I mean, we

     25   all want to feel that.
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      1        Here you are, 36.  You've been basically sitting, you know,

      2   on the couch for a couple months in the winter healing the elbow

      3   and infection and what have you, so how did you come to have your

      4   best run in the 10K leading up to London?  How did you do that?

      5        HUNTER KEMPER:  I feel like for me, a lot of my running is --

      6   I'm very much a strength runner, and that 10K distance is the

      7   distance that I feel like you need to be strong the entire 10

      8   kilometers just to improve your running.  And so I would --

      9        I do a lot of indoor work outs.  I'm one of those guys that

     10   does a lot of, like -- I love the track, but I do a lot of, like,

     11   treadmill runs that -- I love the -- the monotony of the trainer

     12   and the treadmill and the consistency and the data feedback that

     13   you get and those mile repeats that you do on there.  And so I

     14   used a lot of that.

     15        And in Colorado Springs what the disadvantage that we have

     16   is we're at 6,000 feet in Colorado Springs, so the elevation's

     17   higher.  The air is thinner, and therefore, your mile repeat

     18   doesn't track -- not as good.  When you come down here and you

     19   race down here, you're like, "I can breathe."  You know, and it

     20   feels so good and satisfying.  And that's why people train in

     21   Colorado Springs or at altitudes -- that's the whole point.  It's

     22   kind of a legal way to dope almost.

     23        Your whole idea is to basically increase your red blood cell

     24   count which provides more oxygen to your muscles which makes you

     25   run faster.  Your speed doesn't go as well in Colorado Springs
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      1   because you can't do those four mile repeats because you can't

      2   run as fast.  However, at the training center they have a lab

      3   where you get on the treadmill and you can do suplemental oxygen

      4   workouts where you wear this like, mask, and it's like, you're

      5   like, Darth Vader.  You've got this mask on.  You've got this

      6   tube, like, running out to, like, a gas chamber, and you can

      7   almost run into -- like 60 percent oxygen.  Like, it's below sea

      8   level.

      9        So you're running on this kind called the -- I call it "the

     10   gas" and you just -- you can do your mile repeats as fast, at sea

     11   level even faster.  So, you know, it's great.  And that's how I

     12   improved on my actual speed and my quickness in that respect.

     13        So -- and also, if you're new to the sport, and it's going at such

     14   a fast pace.  Like, it's becoming a swim and run sport.  Biking

     15   has been -- a lot of these races are downtown events.  They're in

     16   London.  They're in, you know, Sidney, Australia.  They're in

     17   areas where there's not huge, huge hills.  So it's very fast.

     18   And so it's swim to get into the race and then run to win.

     19        And then you know, Brownlee, Alistair Brownlee ran 29:07

     20   after swimming and biking, and, you know, I could do that open,

     21   but I can't do that -- and he walked across the line, you know,

     22   enjoying the celebration and waving to the crew, you know, and

     23   slowing down.  So, I mean, he's running probably 28 high, 26 high

     24   run probably open.  He could probably run 27:30 or 20 -- he could

     25   make the national A team.  That's where that sport's going.
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      1        So I wanted to work up my running and I try to hone in on

      2   that, and in San Diego it's really good.  But I thought it was

      3   better for the Olympics, not until I was so crushed that I

      4   felt like I didn't actually get to display that talent.

      5   Show the racers say, "See."  I'm really in good fitness form.

      6   I'm better than I was in San Diego.  I'm racing well.  Didn't get

      7   to show it this morning, but you know, it's been a good year for

      8   me.

      9        IAN MURRAY:  I want to open up some questions before, but I

     10   want to ask you one of my own first.  In the video that we saw,

     11   there were some images taken of your family from the stands in

     12   transition and there's one where I believe you're riding through to

     13   start the next lap and you're actually waving to the stands...

     14   Is that during the race?                    

     15       

     16        HUNTER KEMPER:  That's true.  That's a -- yeah.  Here's the

     17   deal.  He would tell me --  I'm out in the front group.  I'm

     18   excited, and I'm in the back of the pack, and my kid's there and

     19   I'm going to run really, really well.  I know my five year old is

     20   in the stands.  And I want to let people know how good I was

     21   feeling in the race.  So I -- I didn't wave.  I actually gave him

     22   like the hang loose, to my five year old.  It was caught on the

     23   camera.  So it's something I'm not very proud of, I finished

     24   14th.  But at that time when I did it, I'm like I got the top

     25   five all over this.  I don't know whether a medal was in my cards
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      1   with the Brownlee brothers and how I'm going to do tonight, but

      2   my opponent was a great runner.
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      3        I sort of went, "Really?  This is all I got right now?  Are

      4   you serious?"  So I did.  I definitely did -- I never do that.

      5   And my whole point was, I'm like, "I wonder if he saw it.  I

      6   wonder if they know that I'm actually feeling pretty good," you

      7   know, because I'm running around the stand.  It's kind of hard to

      8   let them know because I wasn't feeling so good on the run, you

      9   know.  So it was hard for me.

     10        IAN MURRAY:  I love that you're racing the Olympics, and

     11   you're so relaxed that you can look up into the stands and -- I

     12   mean, that -- you know, I'm sure Manny didn't do that.

     13        HUNTER KEMPER:  No, no.

     14        IAN MURRAY:  So you're comfortable enough with 4 Games under

     15        your belt that you can take a moment to throw a shaka to your son.   
              

     16        MR. KEMPER:  I am, I am.  I am going to enjoy that at some

     17   point.  I wasn't enjoying crossing the line.  That was brutal.

     18        IAN MURRAY:  Okay.  Questions from anyone?

     19        HUNTER KEMPER:  Come on.  We got to have questions now.

     20        AUDIENCE MEMBER:  Have you ever been to the White House?

     21        HUNTER KEMPER:  I have.  I've been to the White House three

     22   times, and I got asked to go back for a fourth.  So I met Clinton

     23   the first two times, and I have a chance to meet Obama this time

     24   around.  But, you know, Olympic athletes always get a chance to

     25   go to the White House and do that.
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      1        They were going to cut back, I think, in '08, Bush's second

      2   term.  They were only going to have a few from each sport go

      3   because of the cost.  It's expensive.  The U.S. team flies all

      4   the Olympians out there and pays for their one-night stay.  You
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      5   get to bunk up with another person from another sport.  It's a

      6   really cool deal, and so yeah, I met Clinton, Bush, and then I --

      7   for some reason -- they just told us about three people were

      8   going to go see Obama and go there.  And I was like, "Really?

      9   That's only a weeks notice."  My seed was still going on so I had

     10   high heat during the time, so I didn't think so this time, but

     11   I still got to go.

     12        It is a pretty special situation, and it's quite unique you

     13   know.  And I always, the Presidents always take the time to shake

     14   your hand and say hello, and everyone's been really, really

     15   great.  So I happen to. . .  Great question.  I don't think I've

     16   ever been asked that.

     17        No questions for you.  Next question.  No, I'm kidding.  Go

     18   ahead.

     19        AUDIENCE MEMBER:  You expressed your admiration for the kind

     20   of athletes, the Iron Man athletes, I'm just -- if you don't mind

     21   being candid, how -- when you meet the quote, unquote

     22   "champion's", when you meet Craig Alexander, Macca, how do

     23   they relate to Olympic athletes?  Do they consider -- do they

     24   look to you the same way you guys look to them?  Are they in awe

     25   of what you guys do?
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      1        HUNTER KEMPER:  I think a lot of them are because I know that a

      2   lot of them have come up through the ranks to Olympic --  Craig

      3   Alexander was an Olympic guy before he went, you know, long.  You

      4   know, I thought a lot of those guys -- they come so fast now.  A

      5   lot of those guys started at the Olympics and then moved their

      6   way up, you know.  So and I know Chris McCormack does.  He talks
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      7   about it a great deal, and that's why I respect him so much is I

      8   feel like when he speaks, he just tells it like it is.  I think

      9   it's great.  People don't always do that.  I probably don't

     10   always do that, you know.  Chris, he speaks his mind -- I

     11   mean, that's why he's such a charater, you know, I mean, whatever.

     12        But he -- I feel like this whole process is going back in

     13   trying to qualify for 2012 in London.  I feel like he really

     14   didn't have an understanding for us and how fast the sport has

     15   gotten.  Like, really, a lot of times the I.T.U athletes always

     16   get labeled as guys that can't, you know, ride our bikes -- all we

     17   are is a bunch of guys that, you know, go for a shampoo and blow

     18   dry and then run.  It's what Lance Armstrong said, quoted in one

     19   of the magazines which I was not too endearing into that comment.

     20        Whereas McCormack backed us up and said, you know, "These

     21   guys are talented athletes, and to me, I think the most

     22   competitive and fastest race in the whole world."

     23        When you go to an I.T.U event with the best of the best, if

     24   you're off -- if you're sick -- I was fourth the day when I was

     25   sick.  I was sick, and I'm like fourth or fifth, and you just
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      1   stay --  So I feel like he gets that.  He appreciates it.  And so

      2   I hope they do.  I hope those guys do.  I think they do.  I think

      3   Chris did and all those athletes do.  I mean, I hope they would,

      4   and at least if they've done it, they have.

      5        I'm not coming from an experience of doing it.  I probably

      6   will never do one.  You know, I might do one maybe when I'm down

      7   the road just to complete it, but as far as an Iron Man, but I'm

      8   not -- I just want to be to experience it and experience what

      9   it's all about.  It's an incredible event, but I think it's the
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     10   pinnacle of our sport in regards to that distance and, you know,

     11   that excitement.  And that's where I think the industry is a lot

     12   of times, and I hope they do get it because I definitely get

     13   them.  And the Olympic games are something special.  It's

     14   competitive, and if they don't get it, I think they should watch

     15   some races and they'll find out real quick that it's not -- and

     16   that's why, for me, I like doing the non draft events.  But then

     17   I can say when I won the three races of the Toyota series so for

     18   this year, when I won the three and four hand and lost at

     19   Minneapolis and Chicago, I went, "What the?"

     20        I can ride my bike.  Look at that.  I'm beating all the non

     21   gravity guys on my road bike, by the way, not on my T.T. bike.

     22   I'm riding my road bike.  I got arrow bars and I got the --

     23   it's like road set up.  So I got -- so, yeah.  I like to do that,

     24   and I like to say that I can ride a bike too.  It's just that a

     25   course is -- the way they are scheduled now is that it's -- it's
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      1   more about show casing the sport and in these big cities -- and

      2   they can make it for TV, which I'm in favor because I want to try

      3   to elevate it and make more money for the young kids coming up.

      4   Because the more we're on TV, the more exposure we have, the more

      5   money in our pockets.  Bottom line.

      6        AUDIENCE MEMBER:  Do you think that retired pros should be

      7   allowed to race as age groupers or should there be a separate

      8   category?

      9        HUNTER KEMPER:  Wow.  That's a great question.  Thank you.  I

     10   feel like -- is there a rule already?  I think the pros have to

     11   wait five years before they can race age groups.  Is that a rule
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     12   already?  No?

     13        I would be in favor of that because there probably should be

     14   some kind of cooling off period or whatever.  I don't think you

     15   should just go and turn pro.  I don't think it would be right to

     16   be all of a sudden, you know, doing my racing and then, you know,

     17   (inaudible, audience laughter), you know.  There should be some

     18   kind of cooling off period, but I don't know.  That's just me.

     19   And you actually won't see me doing that because I'll be the guy

     20   that'll take about a year off, and I'm not going to enter an

     21   actual amateur race until I know I can actually win my division

     22   because I don't want people being like, "I was a five time

     23   Olympian.  This sport is soft."

     24        So what's going to happen in three days?  You're going to

     25   see me retire.  I'm going to go and rest for a little
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      1   while, and you're going to be like, "Man, I wonder whatever

      2   happened to Hunter Kemper."  I'm going to come back, and I'm

      3   going to -- kind of get back to my racing weight again so I

      4   won't -- when you're this competitive, I am, I just don't show up

      5   to a race and just, like, even if like a half marathon, like I

      6   wont go if I don't know I'm in shape because I don't want

      7   people in the world to be like, "Well, like 1:28?  Are you

      8   serious?  Aren't you only like at 1:12?"  That's not good.  Guys

      9   are beating you that I know I could beat.  And then they're going

     10   to go home and tell their friends like, "Dude, I beat the

     11   Olympian and this guy can't even run."  You know.  That would

     12   be hard to take.  So I couldn't do that.  So whenever you see me

     13   show up to a race, it's usually I'm ready to rock and roll, and

     14   there are no excuses, although I have plenty today, but I
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     15   (inaudible, audience laughter).

     16        AUDIENCE MEMBER:  How does your strategy and your training

     17   differ between a drafting and a non drafting race.

     18        HUNTER KEMPER:  Between drafting and non drafting, I think the

     19   main striking difference is, obviously, I guess it comes back to

     20   the bike.  The cycling in a non draft race is about an

     21   hour, 55 minutes, whatever the time frame is, of just pegging

     22   your heart rate at about 165, 170, whatever your threshold heart

     23   rate is.  And it just -- and then just kind of go as many blocks

     24   as possible for that length of time, and then you're running

     25   would be a bit off.  It could be a bit slower, you know.  You
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      1   just don't have to be as fast and as crucial.  And the spring

      2   training I don't think has to be as intense.

      3        So for me, like, next year I'll do a lot more non draft

      4   Olympics.  Most of the year, you know, I'll go to a few draft

      5   races, but I'll focus a lot more on my -- I'll get on to a T.T.

      6   bike.  I'll start riding my T.T. bike and get comfortable in that

      7   environment, that T.T. set up, get more aero.  Ride my bike in a

      8   way that I can peg some serious watts at a high end and not

      9   focus so much on the swimming, from four days a week right now

     10   to, I'd say, six days a week.  So then I'd be able to swim, say,

     11   four or five, and then I run maybe, you know, maybe more

     12   threshold right now, not as much mile repeats where I got to go

     13   4.25 in the mile repeats.  I could do more of like you know, 5K

     14   workouts or 2 by 5K and just more tempo running.

     15        So it's a little bit stronger training, and it fits into

     16   where I'm going with my age.  As you get older, you get stronger
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     17   and you lose your speed.  So it's a kind of natural way to kind

     18   of eventually -- I hate -- I.T.U. is becoming more of a young

     19   man's sport because it is so, so fast.  And so that's why this

     20   non draft style of racing is perfect for me to end my career

     21   these last two years and then do that when I'm doing non draft

     22   racing.

     24        AUDIENCE MEMBER:  You've done Minneapolis.  You've done

     25   Chicago.  Are you going to go to Seattle and Los Angeles?  And,
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      1   you know, those are lake swims.  Today is an ocean swim.  How do

      2   you change your strategy from ocean, crashing waves, versus lake

      3   swim, and then you know nothing but, you know, little --

      4        HUNTER KEMPER:  Yeah.  That's a great question.  You know,

      5   usually all the races that we do is lake swims or river swims --

      6   you know -- I'm not going to lie.  Here's the deal too.  I

      7   usually warm up on the water before I swim on the water,

      8   whatever.  What I actually thought for myself -- you know -- if

      9   I'm going to have some major breaks coming out, I don't want to

     10   be that guy that's like trying to get out through there and warm

     11   up and can't get through and not even, like, for warm up.

     12        So I actually bought some stretch cords to practice warming

     13   up -- stretch cords before going into the water.  And I'm looking

     14   out there going, "Wow.  That's going to be pretty challenging."

     15   And I'm turning to my friend, James Seer, who won this one today,

     16   so I was, like, picking his brain.  I'm like, "This is just so --

     17   racing the ocean.  I'll be running up right next to you.  I will

     18   follow you wherever you go through those breaks, I will go right

     19   there with you."  And so it was a good day for me too.
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     20        I'm not going to lie.  I saw the waves crashing down, I'm a

     21   little intimidated, for sure.  And I'm turning to Julie Swail

     22   or Julie Ertel and I'm like, "What's the deal?  How am I getting

     23   through there?"  And she's an Orange County so she knows.  So I'm

     24   going to get advice from a 2008 Olympian.  "So here's what you

     25   do.  When you see it kind of big and it's kind of torn up, you
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      1   just dive down under the surface.  You got to go down deep.  Go

      2   down there and grab the bottom with your hands onto the sand."

      3        And I'm kind of like, "Hold on.  Are you serious?  Are you

      4   serious?  You want me to go down to the bottom, grab on to the

      5   sand and on the floor and then just go?"  (Audience laughter,

      6   inaudible).  I'm getting -- we're talking five minutes before the

      7   race starts, and we're talking about this.  So it's hard.  My

      8   strategy is not the ocean so much but the ooocean (sic).  For the

      9   guy from -- I'm from Florida, so I should know about what to do

     10   on the breaks, but -- so, no.  I'm just as nervous as everybody

     11   else.

     12        I'm glad I wasn't here in, like, '09 when there was

     13   apparently, like, absolutely crazy, when they're -- I mean, like,

     14   it's huge swells apparently.  It was like a lake when we got down

     15   there, and it was once we got past.  It was quite calm and

     16   nice -- you know -- everybody -- it's an art.  It's just get

     17   through it, but everyone else -- the thing about it is I just

     18   don't want to go through this, you know.  No one knows what

     19   they're doing, and then there's James Seer, you know, and maybe

     20   some of the California guys, but everyone else, we're all like,

     21   "this ain't good.  It's not going to go well."
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     22        So -- and I must say, I carred that the whole race with me.

     23   So when I got out of the water, trying, like, that last little

     24   bit, I was just trying to get yourself up onto the beach, and

     25   then the sand run.  I'm never going to get my -- what is it 60
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      1   meters, 80 meters?  So I'm, like, that's when I knew that this

      2   was really getting to me because I was like "Oh, no."  I could

      3   barely run.  I took my wrap, and I was like, "This is going to be

      4   a long day."

      5        AUDIENCE MEMBER:  Throughout your entire race time from when

      6   you were a kid to now, outside of the Olympic races and the

      7   qualifiers, what was the most memorable race as far as fun,

      8   motivating, everything?

      9        HUNTER KEMPER:  Wow.  I'm going to have to say two events.  My

     10   first Alcatraz triathlon was a big deal to me.  2005, I'm at

     11   the race hotel, and I'm like, "What's the deal with this sand

     12   ladder.  Like, you know, what's the deal with the sand ladder?

     13   Have you guys ever stayed at the (inaudible)."  I just watched

     14   it.  It's like Conan for me.  I just watched the TV.  I honestly

     15   tried to watch him, you know like pull himself, like, use the

     16   arms and the legs to get up it.

     17        So -- and now I'm like, "What's the deal with this shoot

     18   when we get out of the water?"  Like, when you do the swim, they

     19   drop you off on the big boat; right?  And you're, like, all

     20   ready.  So they want you to swim this direction, but we're over

     21   here.  So why are they pointing us this way?

     22        "Don't worry about it.  We've got it all taken care of."

     23   I spoke to Barb Lindquist in the boat. She knows about the currents, going

     24   certain miles an hour, you know.
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     25        So you've got to swim an arc and I'm like, "Are you serious?"
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      1   That's a pretty strong current.  We're going to swim to the city,

      2   and it turns out here we've got to go this way.  And I'm like,

      3   "That's not going to work out too well."  So I was really another

      4   five minutes, and that's far from the shoes.

      5        Once you get to the end, you run like a half mile on

      6   concrete, bare feet, you know, or like 800 meters or 1,000

      7   meters.  And I'm like, "Really?  In these shoes?"  Because I pull

      8   my way into the shoes like how's that all going to work?  And so

      9   I'm like, "I'll just do it without shoes because like -- I'm

     10   like, I don't see the guys do it.  The guys don't wear shoes."

     11        So she's like, "Don't judge me.  I know this sport, and this

     12   is your first time event.  Come on.  You're asking the

     13   professional.  Here is what I'm doing."

     14        So I do that race.  I won my very first time doing

     15   it.  I thought it was one of those races where you had

     16   to be experienced.  You had to know the course.  You had to know

     17   how to do the sand ladder, and after I started my arms -- and

     18   then they actually have a time split for your time up the sand 

     19   ladderand I was like the slowest one up.  They have the splits

     20   now from the bottom to the top.

     21        And when I was doing it, I was, like -- I mean this whole

     22   arm thing, the coordination, it was way too hard for me to try

     23   getting these down, you know.  So I was bummed when I didn't

     24   win it, but the next years that I've done it, I've not been there

     25   using arms all the way up.  But I was proud of that race because
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      1   I won it.  It was an iconic race.

      2        I thought, you know, a lot of fears, you know, like jumping

      3   off a boat, swim a mile and a half in open water with a current

      4   pushing you out to sea, and even the pros are like, "Really?

      5   This is how it's going to be?  You know, this is how it's going

      6   to be?"  And yeah, and so that's the water through; right?  All

      7   the way starts.  I don't know whether to start with her.  So it

      8   starts today; right?  And I'm like, "No, no, no.  Not at all."

      9        My start story, by the way, we're at the 2000 Olympic games

     10   sitting in Australia in the harbor and trying not to discuss sharks;

     11   right?  So we're getting hyped up.  We're on the first and second

     12   day.  Opening ceremonies.  When is triathlon?  Men's triathlon?

     13   On Saturday and Sunday.  Women's on Saturday.  Men's on Sunday.

     14        I'm on the Today Show.  So I'm talking with Matt Lauer, and

     15   the Today Show let me do a few other crazy things, cheering and

     16   whatever.  So I'm going to lead with Matt Lauer, and Matt's like,

     17   "Hey, you know, the triathlon, you know, I've heard there's,

     18   like, sharks in the harbor."

     19        And I'm like, "Are you serious?  Are we live on camera right

     20   now?  Your question to me is not about my training, not about how

     21   I'm going to do, but about sharks in the harbor.  Matt Lauer,

     22   come on now, seriously."  So I'm like, "Okay.  Well done, you

     23   know.  There's 50 guys in the race.  I'm one of 50.  I'll take my

     24   chances, you know, to get eaten by a shark, like, seriously, I'll

     25   take my chances, and -- but honestly, like the whole shark thing
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      1   it's not --

      2        It's like before they start the race in the city, they had

      3   guys in their wet suits walking down there with sonar guns an

      4   hour and a half before the race, and I'm going to get in.  Are

      5   you serious?  Like sonar, like, "Oh.  It scares away the sharks.

      6   Sharks don't like the sonar."

      7        I'm like, "But there's sharks in the harbor, do we really

      8   need the sonar guns?  Are you serious?"  Like they're playing

      9   this thing up.  They're following them.  And I'm like, "this is

     10   so made for TV right now."  And I'm thinking, "Is this all hype

     11   I don't think should be concerned that they're bringing guys out

     12   with sonar guns.  What's the deal?"

     13        So I survived that race.  I survived today.  I survived

     14   Alcatraz, you know.  The sharks are scary, and all these

     15   athletes, you know, are splashing around out there.

     16        But, yeah, so I was getting to Alcatraz to get back do your

     17   question.  And I think for me, the Minneapolis Triathlon, the

     18   Lifetime Fitness, the original event when they did the guys with

     19   the girls, do you remember that?  They did guys versus girls

     20   where they would start the girls like certain equalizer time

     21   ahead of the guys and the whole point was to have one overall winner at 
the

     22   end of the day.  And it was one off race for $200,000, and you

     23   did a wrap four.  And it's so -- and it was ended by only the 18

     24   guys, men, and 18 women.

     25        However, I was like, "Oh, my God.  I hope it's
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      1   U.S. guys, you know."  So it's just a matter of -- and I'm like

      2   okay.
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      3        They walk out and the officials have the biggest briefcase

      4   with all the money.  And all the pros are like, "Oh my goodness.

      5   That's a lot of money."  And then they're like, they reveal the

      6   equalizer time.  The girls start ten minutes and 30-some seconds

      7   ahead of the guys.  So we figured it out, why all this tabulation

      8   of, like, previous race results used on all this stuff, and so

      9   the girls were like, they won the first year.  And it was

     10   like girl, girl, like three -- '01, '02, '03, '04, like, for four

     11   years in a row.  Come on, seriously guys, whoever's doing this

     12   time thing it's not on the ball; right?  Like spread the load

     13   around, I mean, come on.  The guys got to win some time, and I

     14   told myself, I'm like, "I got to win this race quickly because

     15   they're going to realize that $200,000 is a lot of money to give

     16   away for a triathlon."  Like we still come from all these 50s.

     17        Don't tell anybody but here come the sharks (inaudible,

     18   audience laughter) you know what I'm saying?  So I got to hurry

     19   up and win this race before they say, you know -- and then they

     20   have.  They've, now they've got more of a series, which I think

     21   is a smart deal on their part.  They get more exposure.  It's

     22   better, and you only won $3,000 and we've still doing it, you

     23   know.

     24        And so we're doing it, and then Craig Alexander won in 2005.

     25   And then he goes long.  You know, I mean I was ready to go
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      1   along.  And then I won in 2006.  I was proud of that race because

      2   I felt like -- with my first child on the way, we had just bought

      3   a house, like, we have a lot of expenses coming back, diapers.  I

      4   got -- my wife's pregnant, and there she is with a hundred yards
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      5   to go and, like, cheering me on.  And I was like -- and I had

      6   just passed a girl, like, a mile back, so no girls thank god.

      7   Once I passed her, I'm like it's just the guys that are going to

      8   be coming back on me, and I won that race.  I gave her a kiss,

      9   like, you know, I had time enough to give her a kiss and all that

     10   stuff.  And I won the car and I won all this money.

     11        So to me that was a big deal because everyone in the world

     12   is trying to win it.  Like, who's not trying to win that kind of

     13   money?  So everyone's coming, and I think the best of the best on

     14   that day, when everyone's trying to win the big money.  So it was

     15   escape from Alcatraz.

     16        IAN MURRAY:  Hunter, we're so grateful for you coming in.

     17        HUNTER KEMPER:  -- should I have talked that long?

     18        IAN MURRAY:  No, no.  Hunter Kemper everyone.

     19

     20
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     24

     25
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